
eCPM102
Online Training for Primavera P6 Professional 

Course Descript ion
Learn how to create, schedule, manage, and execute projects in Primavera P6 Professional from start to finish. In 
this course, you will learn fundamental project management skills and advanced techniques through a series of 
interactive modules, videos, exercises and case studies. The course will cover a variety of concepts, including 
earned value, financial period performance, reporting, and, of course, creating a project. Students will receive a free 
30 day trial of the CPM Cloud Portal to practice exercises in our training database in Primavera P6. You won't receive 
value like this anywhere else! 

eCPM102 is comprised of two courses - Fundamental Project Management and Advanced Topics in Primavera P6 
Professional. Fundamental Project Management coaches you through the process of creating, scheduling, and 
managing a project from start to finish in 15 lessons. Advanced Topics teaches you how to use advanced features 
in P6 to improve your project scheduling and execution in 10 topics. 

Lessons and topics include: 

- An interactive module 
- Exercise video(s) or workshops to be practiced in Primavera P6 using the CPM Cloud Portal and CPM 

training database. 
- Quiz modules

Additionally, optional exercises and case studies are available to help students practice their skills in Primavera P6. 
Course manuals, exercise workbooks, workshops, and quiz booklets are available to be viewed on our website and 
are delivered right to your door (additional fees apply if outside of Canada). 

To complete the course, students must work through each of the lessons and topics by completing the activities. 
This course is completely self-paced so students can complete the activities in any order and at their own pace.  
Students can log in to complete the course at any time, 24/7, and from any Internet connection. You can also review 
the lessons and topics as many times as you want during the 120 days of access - there's no limit! 

Course Materials
eCPM102 is comprehensive and provides a structured learning environment with sequential lessons and topics. 
Here is a list of the course materials: 

- 26 Interactive Modules that explain concepts and theory as well as direct students step-by-step to perform 
actions in P6 Professional. 

- 54 Exercises that are shown in videos and to be practiced using Primavera P6 using the CPM Cloud Portal. 
- 26 Interactive Quizzes to help students assess knowledge. 
- Fundamental Project Management Course Manual Advanced Topics Course Manual, which include all of the 

theory and content in the modules. 
- Exercise and Workshop Workbooks that provide step-by-step instructions to complete exercises. 
- 2 Quiz Booklets that include all of the questions.
- 30 Day Access to the CPM Cloud Portal to use the CPM training database in Primavera P6. 

Prerequisi tes
There are no prerequisites for this course. A fundamental knowledge of project management is an asset.
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Course Outl ine 

This lesson introduces the Primavera P6 interface and navigational methods. You will learn how to log in to P6, 
open a project, view the Projects and Activities Windows, and use the Directory bar to navigate in P6. You will also 
learn about layouts, and how to customize the top and bottom activity layouts. 

Lesson Outcomes: 

- Open and close a project. 
- Open an existing project and view the project in the Projects and Activities Windows. 
- Navigate the P6 interface using the Directory bar. 
- Open an existing layout and customize layouts using the Layout Options Bar.

Lesson 1: Navigat ing in Primavera P6

Fundamental Project Management in Primavera P6 Professional

This lesson explains the Enterprise Project Structure and how it is used to structure projects in the database. You 
will learn how to create a new project using the New Project Wizard. You will also learn how to navigate the Project 
Window in-depth and explore the Project Details tabs. 

Lesson Outcomes: 

- Describe the Enterprise Project Structure and how it is used in Primavera P6. 
- Create a new project using the New Project Wizard. 
- Explore the Projects Window and customize project data using the Project Details tab. 

Lesson 2: Creat ing a Project

Lesson 3: Creat ing a Work Breakdown Structure 
This lesson explains the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and how it is used to structure a project. You will learn 
how to create a Work Breakdown Structure in the WBS Window to establish a hierarchical framework to the project. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Describe a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), parent and child nodes, and how to create a WBS structure. 
- Create a Work Breakdown Structure using parent and child nodes in the WBS Window. 
- Learn best practices when creating a project. 

Lesson 4: Creat ing and Assigning Calendars
This lesson introduces the concept of calendars for scheduling activities and resources. You will explore the three 
calendar types - Global, Resource, and Project - and understand how to use each type of calendar in P6. You will 
learn how to create new calendars and how to change assigned calendars to affect the project schedule. 

Lesson Outcomes: 

- Describe calendar types and worktime types. 
- Create a new calendar using detailing work hours/day and changing work-time types. 
- Assign Activity and Project Default calendars.
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Lesson 5: Adding Act ivi t ies 
This lesson explains how activities are used in projects and describes the activity types in P6. You will learn how 
to add activities to a project and change the activity type and duration. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Describe the concept of activities and the different activity types in P6. 
- Add activities to a project. 
- Edit activity details in the Activity Table or Activity Detail tabs. 



Lesson 6: Creat ing Relat ionships
This lesson explains how to use relationships to create a logical sequence of activities. You will learn how to 
create a schedule using the Precedence Diagramming Method (PDM) with predecessors and successors. You will 
add relationships in the Activities Window. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Describe relationship types and how each type affects Predecessors and Successor activities. 
- Add relationships to activities in the Activities Window and Relationship tab. 
- Assign lag to specify an offset between activities. 

Lesson 7: Schedul ing a Project 
This lesson introduces the concept of Critical Path Method Scheduling. You will learn about the Data Date and 
how to calculate the schedule using the Forward Pass, Backward Pass, and Total Float. You will also learn how to 
schedule the project using the Scheduling tool in P6. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Understand the concept of CPM Scheduling and describe scheduling terms. 
- Calculate the project using the Forward and Backward Pass, and Total Float. 
- Schedule a project in P6 using the Scheduling tool and review the Schedule Log. 

Lesson 8: Assigning Constraints 
This lesson explains how Constraints are used in scheduling to reflect real-life date restrictions. You will learn the 
difference between Activity and Project Constraints and types of constraints in P6. You will apply a Must Finish By 
Constraint to a project and apply an activity constraint within a project. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Understand Project and Activity Constraints and best practices for applying constraints. 
- Apply Project and Activity Constraints to a project. 
- Add Notebook Topics to record constraint details for other users as a best practice. 

Lesson 9: Act ivi ty Codes
This lesson introduces Activity Codes to help you categorize activities to organize your project. You will be able to 
define Global, EPS, and Project Activity Codes. You will learn how to create and assign Activity Codes. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Describe the difference between Global, EPS, and Project Activity Codes. 
- Create Activity Code Categories and Activity Code Values. 
- Assign Activity Code Values to a single activity or multiple activities at once. 
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Lesson 10: Formatt ing Act ivi ty Layouts in P6 
This lesson explains how to customize layouts in the Activities Window. You will be familiar with the Gantt Chart, 
Activity Table, and Detail Tabs. You will learn how to customize Activity Table columns by using Group & Sort By 
and Filter tools, specify Activity Detail tabs, and change the timescale on the Gantt Chart. You will also learn how 
to save a new layout.  

Lesson Outcomes:

- Explore the Activity Window in-depth, including the Gantt Chart, Activity Table, and Detail Tabs. 
- Use the Layout Options Bar and View Menu to quickly find tools for customizing layouts. 
- Change or reorder columns in the Activity Table. 
- Change the timescale on the Gantt Chart. 
- Use the Group & Sort By and Filter tools. 



Lesson 11: Assigning Resources and Costs
This lesson introduces the Resource Dictionary/Window to help you organize, create, and customize resources. 
You will define the three categories of resources - Labor, Nonlabor, and Material. You will learn how to add a new 
resources and customize details using the Resource Dictionary tabs. You will also learn how to assign expenses 
directly to activities 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Define resource types and view resources in the Resource Dictionary/Window. 
- Create a new resource and customize resources in the Details tabs.
- Add an expense to an activity as an additional non-resource cost. 

Lesson 12: Analyzing and Optimizing the Project Plan 
This lesson explains best practices for optimizing the project plan after creating the project schedule. You will 
learn how to create a copy of the project plan and export a project by creating an XER file. You will also learn how 
to analyze a project and use the Resource Usage Profile to assess and remove resource over-allocation conflicts.

Lesson Outcomes:

- Learn best practices for optimizing the project schedule if it has negative Total Float or is beyond the 
Must Finish By Date. 

- Analyze the Resource Usage Profile to determine over-allocation and use methods to remove conflicts. 
- Create a copy of the project and export a project as an XER file. 

Lesson 13: Create a Basel ine Project
This lesson introduces the concept of a baseline project. You will learn how to create a baseline and assign a 
baseline to be viewed on the Gantt Chart using the Bars Dialog Box. You will also learn how to customize the bar 
styles to be viewed on the Gantt Chart. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Understand the importance of using baselines in a project. 
- Create a baseline of the project and assign it to the project. 
- View the baseline on the Gantt Chart and customize the baseline bars. 

Lesson 14: Updating Statuses in P6
This lesson explains the processes of updating activity statuses. You will learn how to update statuses at 
different stages of an activity and compare the status against the baseline. You will learn about the Percent 
Complete Types in P6, how they are used to identify the activity status, and how to statuses each type. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Define the Percent Complete Types - Duration, Unit, and Physical. 
- Describe the process of statusing an activity.
- Use the Progress Spotlight and reschedule the project.
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Lesson 15: Report ing Project Performance
This lesson introduces the methods of reporting project statuses in P6. You will learn how to print a layout and 
customize the page set-up. You will also learn how to run an existing report or create/modify a report using the 
Report Wizard in the Reports Window. 

Lesson Outcomes:

- Customize a page to print a layout as a report. 
- Use the Report Wizard to create a new report or modify an existing report. 
- Use the Reports Wizard to run an existing report. 



Advanced Topics in Primavera P6 Professional

Topic 1: User Defined Fields and Global Change
This topic introduces User Defined Fields, Global Change, and DUration Types. You will learn how to create UDFs 
and use these columns to enter custom data in P6. You will also learn how to set Global CHnage parameters to 
apply a large-scale change across the project. Finally, you will learn about the Duration Types in P6 that can affect 
how resource quantities are applied to an activity. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Create User Defined Fields and edit data in columns. 
- Apply a Global Change to an entire project to receive a desired outcome. 
- Understand and apply Duration Types to activities to affect resource quantities.

Topic 2: Import ing and Export ing P6 Data
This topic explains the process of using the Import and Export Wizards in P6. You will learn about the file formats 
in P6 to transfer data. You will also explore the available options in these wizards to customize the import and 
export files. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the process of importing and exporting and the available file formats. 
- Use the Import and Export Wizards in P6. 
- Explain how to set the Import Actions and Import Configurations to customize importing in P6. 

Topic 3: Exchanging P6 Data wi th Microsoft  Excel 
This topic explains how to use Microsoft Excel spreadsheets to modify project data and import the data into P6. 
You will practice exporting data to a customized Excel spreadsheet using the Export Wizard. You will learn how to 
modify project data in the Excel spreadsheet using best practices. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the process of exporting a XLS file, updating project data in MS Excel, and importing a XLS 
file with new project data.  

- Customize an Excel spreadsheet in the Export Wizard using a template. 
- Use separate worksheets in an Excel spreadsheet to update project data. 
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Topic 4: Updating Basel ines
This topic expands on the concept of using baselines in P6 and updating baselines as the project schedule 
changes. You will be able to update baselines using the Update feature. You will learn how to update a baseline 
manually by restoring a baseline as a stand-alone project and converting it back into a baseline after the project 
has been updated.

Topic Outcomes:

- Describe the process of using the Update feature to automatically update a baseline. 
- Describe the process of using the Restore feature to update a baseline as a stand-alone project. 
- Perform automatic and manual updates to baselines in p6. 

Topic 5: Reflect ion Project
This topic introduces the concept, purpose, and benefit of using Reflection Projects in Primavera P6. You will 
learn how to create a Reflection Project in the EPS and merge a Reflection project back into the source project. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Create a Reflection Project from a source project. 
- Merge specific project data in the Reflection project into a source project. 



Topic 6: Storing Period Performance
This topic describes the process of using the Store Period Performance feature in p6. You will understand how 
P6 stores period performance and how this updates the financial period columns. You will learn how to open and 
view financial period columns in the Activity Table and Resources tab. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the Store Period Performance feature and describe the process of storing past period 
performance.

- Store financial period performance and view the data in columns in the Activity Table and Resources tab.  

Topic 7: Resource Al locat ion wi th Lags and Curves 
This topic introduces the concept of applying lag, duration, and distribution curves to resource assignments. You 
will learn how to evaluate resource assignments in the resource Usage Profile and realistically allocate resources 
within activities. You will also create resource curves and it to resources. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the concept of allocating resources within an activity using lag, duration, and curves.
- Assign lag, duration, and curves to resources in the Resources tab. 
- Create resource curves to depict work environments.  
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Topic 8: Resource Level ing 
This topic explains the process of leveling resources in P6. You will understand the benefits and drawbacks of 
leveling resources and how to customize the leveling parameters to receive the best results from this advanced 
tool. You will learn how to use the Resource Usage Profile and best practices to remove resource conflicts. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the concept of resource leveling and how P6 levels resources using rules and parameters. 
- Describe the process of removing resource conflicts and over-allocation using the Resource Usage 

Profile, Resource Leveling feature, and Resources tab. 
- Assign Activity and Project Leveling Priorities to level resources between and within projects. 
- Describe the leveling parameters available in the Level Resources dialog box. 

Topic 9: Calculat ing Percent Complete
This topic explains in-depth the concept of using Percent Complete Types to update activity progress. You will 
learn about the three types of Percent Complete in P6, how to determine which Percent Complete Type to use, 
and how an activity is progressed based on each type of Percent Complete. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the concept of Percent Complete Type. 
- Describe the different types of Percent Complete and how they are used to update activity progress. 
- Determine which type of Percent Complete Type to use based on the activity, project, and organization. 
- Apply weighted steps to calculate Percent Complete. 

Topic 10:  Earned Value Analysis 
This topic introduces the concept of Earned Value. You will learn about Planned Value Cost, Earned Value Cost, 
and Actual Cost. You will also learn how to calculate variances, indexes, and other techniques that can be used to 
evaluate performance in the project. 

Topic Outcomes:

- Understand the concept of Earned Value, Costs, Variances, Indexes, and other calculates to evaluate 
project performance. 

- Evaluate project performance using Earned Value columns in the Activity Table. 
- Compare actual data to planned data to determine how Earned Value is being calculated in P6. 


